PRODUCT
DATA SHEET
CLASSIC BLACK THERMAL LONG JOHN
X50LJ
High-performance baselayer for the lower body, providing comfort and excellent
protection from cold.
Ref: X50LJ
Variants: XS , S , M , L , XL , 2XL , 3XL , Special
Area of use: Cold Store / Freezer -5 to -50°C , Chiller +5 to -5°C , Cold Weather
/ Ambient
Job role: Driver , Picker , Manager

Certification 1: CE
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DESCRIPTION
These are the perfect thermal base layer long johns, offering fantastic thermal protection from the cold. Luxury thermal long johns, designed specially to
fit close to the body, they deliver an unrivalled warmth and flexibility without compromising your comfort.

Thermal Long Johns for Men or Women For those seeking men's or women's long johns, this unisex product is ideal. Initially designed for sub zerotemperatures, this high quality garment can be easily fitted underneath thermal trousers to provide an extra layer of protection from the cold. Invest in
high quality, designer-style black long johns, from the UK's leading thermal garment manufacturer, delivering a degree of comfort and service life that
cheaper alternatives cannot match.

High wicking fabric - Regulates your core temperature by keeping you cool when you're sweating and when you're cold
Long & Elasticated Ankle Cuff - To prevent cold air rising up leg
Overlocked Seams - Advanced stitching technique for strong stretchable seams
Ergonomically shaped - For maximum comfort and minimum fatigue.
Super-light weight - To give complete comfort
Unisex design - To allow the long johns to be worn by anybody
80% Poly/ 20% Viscose - No shrinkage or colour loss from washing
Easy Care - Machine washable
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